ABSTRACT With the rapid development of technologies like the Internet, sensors and bioinformatics, and data has grown explosively. In the big data era, more and more iterative algorithms have been applied in the fields of data mining and machine learning. In most situation, the iterative algorithms compute in the entire dataset which are merged from the partial ones. Given the iterative results on partial datasets, it is efficient if the results on the entire dataset can be merged from them, otherwise the re-computing on entire one is time consuming. Unfortunately, current iteration model do not support the results merging. We propose merge iteration computing model (Mim) in this paper. Mim is a solution but not a platform. It states how to execute iterative algorithm effectively through reusing the exiting results without sacrificing the accuracy, and such mechanism is suitable for the most iterative algorithms. We explain the in-partition iteration step, error evaluation step, compensation step (optional), and merge iteration step of Mim, in addition, the inpartition iteration step is preliminary of merging iteration and should be done before the partial datasets are merged. We also analyze the accuracy and performance advantages of Mim theoretically. In the application scenarios, we implement Mim over Spark framework, and applied the Mim to the financial data analysis in a city. Finally, through a series of experiments, we prove the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed Mim on the PageRank and K-means algorithms. Under the various test cases, the maximum optimization ratio of Mim is 25% and 56% comparing with regular iteration on PageRank and K-means, respectively. And the errors are negligible.
Big data refers to the massive and widely distributed data, thus it is difficult to assume that the data is stored centralized and statically. Figure 1 -(a) shows the relationship between partial dataset and entire dataset, partial dataset gathered together to get entire dataset, shows the process of data aggregation and iterative calculation in detail, S 11 , S 12 , S 13 are partial datasets, there are partial iteration results through f iterative function. S 1 is the dataset collected for S 11 , S 12 and S 13 , is the relative entire dataset, and there is a relative entire result generated through f iterative function such as Figure 1 -(c) shows. To get the results on entire dataset after the partial datasets are integrated, the iterative algorithm needs to be executed again despite the preliminary results on each partial one is known, it is obviously time consuming. The efficiency of iterative algorithms can be greatly improved if the partial results are reused, such as Figure 1-(d) shows. The above all is the motivation of our research. Take financial big data as an example, the circulation data of RMB recorded by bill counters, represented by the serial numbers associated with the positions where cashes are used, are collected and stored in storages of banks or financial institutions, and gradually consolidated to the city, provincial, regional and national financial management departments. Taking the clustering analysis on the data as an example, the data owners at all levels run the clustering algorithms on their own data to discover the ranges of currency circulation.
By means of which, cites provide their circulation data to the province but not the results of clustering analysis, meanwhile province perform the clustering analysis again on the entire dataset whatever the partial datasets have been analyzed. The same with regional and national level. On the contrary, to save the computing resource and time, Mim fully utilizes the nature partitions on entire dataset, and merge the clustering results which have been concluded from the partial dataset to retrieve rather than re-calculate the new results on the entire dataset. What is more, Mim support not only clustering analysis but also other typical iterative algorithms.
At the present stage, in the big data environment, there are some platform-level optimization methods for iterative computing, such as asynchronous iterative technique, memory optimization technology, caching technology etc. However, they are not for the dispersion of big data. In this paper, based on the characteristics of big data dispersion, we propose Mim, a model-level optimization. Mim believes that the iteration on the entire data is converged quickly if the results on partial datasets are merged and the errors are compensated. In Mim, iteration includes in-partition iteration step, compensation step and merge iteration step. Data are natural partitioned, the iteration in partitions are independent of each other. The in-partition iterative results are merged, while the errors are compensated when data are integrated. Compared with the regular iteration, Mim improves the iterative performance by the natural parallelism in the first step, and reduce the number of iterative rounds or input size of each round, namely converge speed, in the latter two steps. In this paper, the following challenges of merge iteration are studied:
(1) What kind of mathematical model is used to abstract iterative process and iterative data, and how to emphasize the integrity and locality of data?
(2) When iterating on the entire dataset, the merge of the in-partition iteration results inevitably loses the correlation information between each partition, bring about errors in the final result; therefore, the corresponding compensation method should be designed.
(3) Considering in-partition iteration, compensation, and merge iteration, the steps of Mim are more than those of regular iteration. How the performance advantage of the former be proved from a theoretical point of view? (4) How to integrate Mim into the existing iterative computing framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Following the introduction, section II introduces the related work. Section III defines the core approaches of merge iteration, including the iterative data, iterative process, error evaluation and compensation. Section IV qualitatively analyzes the accuracy and performance advantages of Mim, compares Mim with some existing solution. Section V introduces the application of Mim as a case study, in which a distributed architecture containing both entire dataset and partial datasets are highlighted. The experimental results in section VI show that Mim can accelerate the execution performance of iteration significantly and keep the accuracy of iterative results, also maintain the scalability and communication features of host platform. Finally, section VII concludes the paper and proposes the future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
As far as we know, there is no sophisticated iterative computing model or platform supporting the merge iteration, the related researches are also rare. The platform-level optimizations, such as MapReduce based HaLoop, Twister [4] , iHadoop [5] , iMapReduce [6] and MPI [7] based Maiter [8] , are mostly focus on the communication, resources managements and task scheduling. In this section, the researches on partitioned iterative computing and incremental iterative computing are explained, as their names, the former is about the iterative computing on partitions in a distributed manager, the latter is about reuse the results on the old dataset when new dataset is introduced. Also in section IV-C, the performance of Mim and other solutions are compared qualitatively.
PIC [9] is a partitioned iterative computing model for iterative convergence algorithm in a distributed environment. PIC is designed and implemented based on MapReduce, it divides the iterative process into two phases. In the besteffort phase, first, the input data and the problem model are divided into finer localized iterative data and sub problems, then, using iterative computing to solve these subproblems independently, finally merge these results of the sub-problems to create the next version of the model. In the top-off phase, PIC refines this model continual to produce the final solution. PIC greatly reduces the coupling between iterative data and network I/O consumption in best-effort phase, also provides high quality initial points for iteration in the top-off phase, so that, the convergence speed of the top-off phase it greatly improved, further improves the performance of the whole iteration. In the study of partitioned iterative computing model, the problem domain is how to decomposed dataset efficiently. In fact, the problem of partitioned iteration is transformed into problem of domain decomposition. In PIC, the partitions are independent if the decomposition problem is solved well. However, Mim based on the naturally partitioned dataset and the holistic problem to be solved, it is hardly to ignore the relationships among partial datasets, Mim do the opposite way of PIC, it first compensate the errors caused by the relationships between partitions, then merge the iterative results.
Incoop [10] is an incremental computing framework based on MapReduce. Incoop optimizes the HDFS files by finer granularity fragmentation, fully reuses the intermediate results in the process of incremental computing, and reduces the resource consumption caused by repetitive computation. Unfortunately, the Incoop does not support iterative algorithm directly. Some incremental computing model are for the special algorithms, for example, an incremental version of PageRank [11] . It divides the pages into the unchanged and changed partitions, the pages whose rank values are unchanged in previous round of iteration are put into the former, otherwise into the latter. The pages with the rank values unchanged are excluded in the subsequent iterations, thus the performance of PageRank is improved. In summary, the common grounds of incremental iteration and Mim are data partitioning manner. The old dataset and new dataset for the former, and the partial datasets and entire dataset for the latter, are partitioned naturally, so that both of them are dealing with errors. The difference between them are also obvious, the former is easy for only two datasets but challenged for unprocessed new dataset, the latter is easy for the known results on partial datasets, but challenged for the errors caused by implicit relationship among many partitions.
III. MERGE ITERATION
Iteration is a common method of computer to solve complex problems. The iteration consists of four elements: (1) iterative variables are the set which is updated during the iterative process; (2) iterative function update iterative variables from the old values to the new ones; (3) convergence condition determines where the iterative processes stop or start another round; (4) iterative data is the static background data referred by iterative algorithms. For example, in PageRank, the iterative data D is the link between Web pages; and in K-means algorithm, the iterative data set D is the collection of data points. Based on the above concepts, the core approaches of merge iteration, including the iterative data, iterative process, error evaluation and compensation are discussed. According to definition 2, iterative data sets can be represented by a graph, and distribution of the data sets can be represented by the ''Bowtie'' structure [12] , [13] , as shown in Figure 2 -(a). Figure 2 -(a), we propose the recursive Bowtie structure shown in Figure 2 -(b).
Definition 3 (Recursive Bowtie Structure): A dataset satisfies recursive Bowtie structure in condition of its SCC component is several datasets satisfied recursive Bowtie structure.
Recursive Bowtie structure is for representing an iterative dataset. A dataset for iteration, as a partial one, is one of the elements in the SCC component of the entire dataset, or as an entire dataset, whose SCC component contains partial datasets represented by recursive Bowtie structure. The recursion is ended until the SCC component is too small to be divided. If the vertex set of iterative data D is V , and the relational set is E, the partitioned loss data can be represented as: In this example, the dataset is decomposed step by step by introducing minimal cuts (from left/top to right/bottom in Figure 3 ), but in practice, the datasets are composed step by step by some business rules or practical rules (from right/bottom to left/top in Figure 3 ).
B. MERGE ITERATION

Definition 5 (Iterative Process):
The process, in which iterative variables updates its own value according to an iterative function, is iterative process. The iteration may include n (n > 0) iterative processes, denoted as p 0 , p 1 , p 2 , . . . p n−1 . Definition 6 (Merge Iteration): Merge Iteration are processes of calculating and merging the iterative results on partial datasets to obtain iterative results on entire dataset. Merge iteration consists of several steps, and each step contains an iterative process been executed repeatedly. Merge iteration is defined as equation (1)
-(3).
In-partition Iteration :
Merge iteration:
In equation (1)- (4), f is an iterative function, and also an iterative process. The parameters of f are iterative variables R and iterative data D. Let the f {f . . . f [f (x)]}, i.e. the n times self-composite function f (x), be f n (x). Where f n (R 0 i , D scc i ) represents the iterative results of the iterative function f , which takes R 0 i as an iterative variable and performs n rounds of iteration on the data set D scc i . According to the equation (1)- (3), the merge iteration contains three main steps:
(1) In-partition iteration. As shown in equation (1) the iterative results R i is concluded. the m in-partition iterations are independent and executed in parallel.
(2) Compensation (optional). As shown in equation (2), let R i be the errors on iterative variables which are affected by the loss data of the i-th partition, i.e. the effect of D * on iterative variables in D i . ⊕ is a merge operation on iterative results for compensating errors. R i is concluded by iteration on D * with initial iterative variables R 0 i . R * i is iterative results in i-th partition after compensation. This step is optional, whether it is executed will depend on the error evaluation. Section III-C describes the error evaluation and section III-D describes the compensation.
(3) Merge iteration. as shown in equation (3), The iterative function f is executed on the entire dataset D, and the compensated iterative results of each partial datasets are as the initial iterative variables, and final iterative results R * are concluded by γ rounds.
C. ERROR EVALUATION
If the loss data D * are empty, or has no effect on the iterative algorithm, then, there is no error between the union of the in-partition iterative results and the final iterative results. Conversely, in each round of iteration, D * has an impact on the iterative variables, and the effect will be accumulated round by round, eventually the errors occurred. According to the Bowtie structure, if the IN, OUT and TENDRILS component are empty, then the partitioned data is independent of each other. Thus, the error evaluation is equivalent to evaluating the correlation between partitioned data. The compensation step is ignored when the correlation is weak.
We introduce the R function of Chameleon clustering algorithm [14] to evaluate the correlation strength between the data in the partitions. Chameleon clustering algorithm is a typical and effective hierarchical clustering algorithm. First, it processes the data objects by using a graph partitioning algorithm, and divided them into relatively small sub-clusters, and then an R function, which calculates the correlation strength between sub-clusters, is adopted to obtain the final clusters through the continuous merging subclusters. The R function is shown in equation (5) . Where C i and C j is the number of iterative variables in partition i and j, EC(C i ) is the sum of the weights of iterative variables in partition i, EC(C i , C j ) is sum of the weights of relationship among iterative variables in both partition i and j, and k is an exponential parameter.
The details of R function are referred by [14] . Most important, since iterative data is modeled as graph data, the reciprocal of the distance between iterative variables are the weights of edges if there are no better choices [15] .
D. COMPENSATION
The loss data does not directly affect the iterative results, but affect them gradually. The errors infect the update of iterative variables in each iterative process, and with the execution of iterative process repeatedly, errors are spread and accumulated to the part of or all of iterative variables round by round. We define such phenomenon as error infection. Figure 4 schematically illustrates the error generated in PageRank algorithm, which caused by losing the link between node 3 and 4 before data consolidation. Table 1 and 2 are the rank values of each node, through which the rank values of each node in each round are compared before and after the data consolidation. In the 1-st round, the relation between the iterative data in the two partitions is missed and the error is generated. After the 1-st round, the rank values of nodes 3, 5 and 6 are inconsistent, after the 2-nd round, the rank values of nodes 2 and 4 are inconsistent additionally, and after the 3-rd iteration, the rank value of all nodes are inconsistent. In other words, the information loss caused by missing the link affects the adjacent nodes (iterative variables) at the first round, and continue to spread to other adjacent nodes in the subsequent rounds. 
Definition 7 (Error Infection):
In Mim, the phenomenon that each iteration variable is gradually affected by errors caused by loss data in every iterative process, is error infection. Let R be the iterative variables been infected. The more numbers of iterative processes, the more influence on the iterative variables is, since the cumulative infection.
Due to the phenomenon of error infection, it is known that the algorithm that determines infected variables, named as infectious iteration, is the same as the in-partition iterative algorithm, while the iterative data is different. The form is on D * , and the latter is on D scc i . In the compensation step, firstly the infectious variables in each partition are determined, and then the iterative infectious variables and the in-partition iterative are combined to eliminate the errors. Therefore, the compensation step is
, and g() is the critical to be studied. Given the partial dataset D i , it is assumed that all iterative variables are affected by D * , but the effects of some ones are zero, then i . In addition, in-partition iteration and infectious iteration can be executed in parallel. Strictly speaking, the infected variables R i and the iterative results R i should be merged round by round rather than after the convergence. Let the effects of D * be fixed, then with the increase of iterative rounds, the effects are spread to more and more iterative variables, meanwhile the effects to one variable are less and less. If the D * is enough small or D scc i is enough larger, then the errors can be ignorable. Taking the PageRank as an example, miss the links of one or two pages will not affect the ranks of pages if all the web pages is involved. In addition, in the scenario of Mim, some iterative results on partial dataset are known before data consolidation and iteration on entire dataset. Therefore, Mim adopts the single compensation after convergence rather than compensation round by round in the compensation step, as defined in as equation (6) .
The compensation after convergence also brings errors, and the errors are eliminated in merge iterative step. Merge iterative step combines all in-partition iterative variables, and perform iteration on entire dataset. At present, iterative variables contains the iterative results in partitions and the error compensation, and the iterative data contains all partitions and loss data, therefore, the merge iteration will converge quickly.
IV. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
This section discusses the iterative accuracy and performance advantages of Mim, compared the performance with the regular one from a theoretical point of view, the reasons of performance advantages are also analyzed. Final, we also qualitatively compare Mim with other iterative computing model or framework.
A. ACCURACY
First of all, there is no loss of accuracy in Mim. Whether the iteration with or without compensation step, the last step is a merge iteration on the entire dataset according to the definition 6, therefore, the iterative results are consistent with the results of the regular iteration on the entire dataset directly. This section focuses on iterative performance analysis, Although the results of in-partition iterations are known before data consolidation, the time of in-partition iterations is counter in the performance of Mim to compare with regular one fairly, otherwise Mim wins the performance undoubtedly.
Notice that the compensation step only reduce but not estimate the errors between the union of the partial results and the entire results. It is for performance improvement. It can be skipped if the correlations between partial dataset are weak. Error evaluation is adopted to check whether the compensation is required. However, there is a situation that the compensation is unnecessary even if R function reports a large value, that is, partial iterative results are subsets of entire results. In other words, the partial iterative results are accurate results but not complete ones. We call such iterative algorithm naturally merged because it is naturally supports merge iteration. For naturally merged iterative algorithm in Mim, only the merged steps is requested, and there is no accuracy loss or performance improvement because the merged iteration step is the regular one.
Naturally merged algorithms are simple but a few. The known example is descendant query. The descendant query is for finding the all friend-relationships (friend-hops) of a certain person in a social network. Comparing it with other iterative algorithms, such as PageRank and K-means, in PageRank the rank values of partial dataset are not the values of entire datasets, and in K-means the clusters of partial datasets are not the clusters of the entire dataset, however, in descendant query, the friends of partial datasets are, but not complete friends of the entire dataset. In such situation, as a common sense, any regular iteration implementation of descendant query chooses to complete the exiting results. Therefore, Mim supports descendant query of course, but comparing with the regular iteration, the compensation step of Mim is unnecessary, and the iterative results are accurate, the performance is the same because regular iteration is generally implemented as same as the merge iteration step on Mim.
B. PERFORMANCE
First, the iterative time is related to the size of the iterative data and the iterative function. Let the time of regular iteration in a distributed environment be T (D), and the iterative data is consolidated from m partitions. If the complexity of f () is greater than the linear algorithm, then
. Therefore, even without considering the performance improvements brought by parallel and asynchronous computing, In-partitions iterations has better performance than regular iteration only from the perspective of algorithm complexity. Secondly, we consider the performance of compensation step and merge iterative step. The iterative computing processes can be explained as iterative variables absorb transformations from the background data round by round, and finally converge. Therefore, the iterative time depends on the characteristics of the iterative data, i.e. how many transformations can be absorbed, but not the execution strategy. In another word, an iteration process is decomposed into processes of ''an iterative variable absorbs the changes from other iterative variables, and aggregate them together to update itself''. Therefore, if the initial values of the iterative variables are more unreasonable, or the iterative data is bigger and irregular, there are more mutual transformation among variables, then it is converged slowly. Let D * D, the compensation step is the iteration on a small data set, and the iterative variables in the merge step are already the iterative results of the in-partition convergence close to the final results. Thus, the performance of the compensation step and the merge iterative step are better (at least not worse) than regular iteration.
Furthermore, we qualitatively analyze the execution time of Mim from two aspects, number of iterative rounds and the cost of each round, with the execution time of the regular iteration as the reference, and the detailed analysis is as follows:
(1) For an in-partition iteration, the iterative variables in D i has not yet absorbed the transformation of other variables, so does D in the regular iteration, however, D i is smaller than D. Therefore, for the number of iterative rounds, the in-partition iteration and regular iteration are approximately same; For the cost of each round, in-partition iteration is much less than regular iteration. In conclusion, an in-partition iteration is faster than the regular iteration.
(2) For the infectious iteration in the compensation step, the number of rounds and the cost of each rounds in infectious iteration are much smaller than regular iteration due to D * D. (3) For merge iteration step, since the iterative variables only require to further absorb the transformations of D * on the entire dataset D, its iterative rounds are less than the regular one, therefore, merge iteration step is extreme faster than regular iteration. Table 3 qualitatively compares the number of round, the cost of each round, and the execution time of in-partition iteration, compensation step, merge step and regular iteration. And conclude the performance advantage of Mim.
C. COMPARISON
In this section, we qualitatively compare performance of Mim with PIC, iHadoop and iMapReduce. Mim is implemented over Spark, while PIC, iHadoop and iMapReduce are MapReduce based. The performance is dominated by the computing platform, but not the iterative model. Their performance are incomparable in the experiments. However, the qualitative analysis are drawn in Table 4 . From Table 4 it is clear that PIC and Mim are model-level optimization, while iHadoop and iMapReduce are platformlevel one. For PIC and Mim, Mim is more efficient if correlations among partitions are strong, and PIC is more efficient if correlations among partitions is ignorable. Actually, Mim can replace top-off phase of PIC by treating the results of best-effort iterations as the in-partition iterative result. And both PIC and Mim can be implemented over iHadoop and iMapReduce, to overlap platform-level optimization.
V. APPLICATION
We successfully integrate Mim to the Spark [3] , and applied it to the analysis of financial data in a city together with Hadoop Yarn [16] . There are cluster mode and client mode to deploy Spark applications on YARN. We adopt cluster mode, in which Spark driver runs inside an application master process which is managed by YARN on the cluster, and the client can go away after initiating the application. There are two levels of financial institutions in the city, i.e. district level and city level, but the applications of two levels are independent even they share the hardware providing by the city datacenter. As shown in Figure 5 , system architecture of district level is labeled in blue dashed box, including Spark and Yarn based computing cluster and a distributed file system that stores financial data, system architecture of city level is labeled in red dashed box. Each district analyzes its own financial data on an internal Spark computing cluster, service the customized financial analysis in the district. The financial institutions of each district share the financial data for the consolidation, and the iterative results on partial dataset to the city levels. When the city level institution analyzes the financial data of the entire city, it accesses data from both the file system and storage of analysis results of district level. In fact, no data is transformed in the data consideration because also the data are in the comprehensive system architecture and stored in a distributed manner.
Take currency circulation analysis as an example, the algorithm analyzes the serial numbers associated with the positions of sites on which cashes are used. If the currency circulates between the sites once, then the weights between the edges of sites increases, finally, these sites are clustered into several clusters. The K-Means algorithm is selected in both district level and city level. Frist, the district level system calculates the center points on dataset of each districts asynchronously and in parallel, i.e. in-partition iteration in Mim with Spark. Then, the city level system evaluates the errors of center points and perform compensation on consolidated dataset with Hadoop Yarn and MapReduce. The compensation step calculates the intersection set of the partial datasets and updates the in-partition results on the intersection; Finally, the city level system performs the merge iteration, i.e. merges all centers points of the multiple partitions and perform final iteration on the entire data with Spark.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we design a series of test cases to evaluate the iterative performance of merge iteration and compare it with the regular one. The section includes subsections of setup, performance and accuracy. In the setup section, we describe the experimental environment, the purpose of the experiment and the experiment plain. The rest of the subsections analyze the experiment results.
A. SETUP 1) SCOPE
We analyze merge iteration and regular iteration in the same computing framework with respect to iterative performance and accuracy by the PageRank and K-means with various conditions in the context of 13 nodes physical machine cluster.
2) EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT
We execute our experiments on the 13 nodes (physical machines) cluster. The homogeneous nodes is with 8GB memories, Intel Core i5 2.80GHz, 1TB hard disk, 64-bit operation platform, and moderate I/O performance. The network is connected by Dell PowerConnect 5548, a gigabit In the experimental process, we use the Resource Manager Model(Resource Manager) and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) of Hadoop 2.6.0. There are multiple operating modes for Spark, and we use Spark Yarn mode if not specified during the experiment.
3) VARIABLES
The factors related to performance of Mim are iterative algorithms and iterative data characteristics, including data volume, the number of partitions and the data volume of each partition. The PageRank algorithm and the K-Means algorithm is selected as test cases, each algorithm is associated various data sets. We measure the execution time (M ) of the Mim and compare it with the execution time (R) of regular one. In order to verify the effectiveness of the compensation step, we also measure the execution time of in-partition iteration (m1), compensation step (m2), merge iterative step without the compensation (m3), and merge iteration step with the compensation step (m3 ).
In PageRank, test datasets are generated by the method in [16] . The in-degree of any Web pages in the data sets follows the lognormal distribution (µ = −0.5, σ = 2.3), and the parameters are derived from the real graph datasets [18] . Let iterative dataset be D, and partition be P, the test datasets are shown in Table 5 . In order to improve the generation rate of test datasets, we use MapReduce programming model to generate datasets. Compared with Spark framework, the MapRecude programming model has more controllable parameters when the test datasets are generated, at the same time, to reduce the complexity of the iterative analysis calculations and iterative analysis runtime, the generation format of the test datasets is constrained, the format of each of the data is < FromPageId, ToPageId >, represents a web link relationship. In K-means, the dataset is generated from DBPedia [18] . First, the longitude and latitude data are extracted from the dataset as a two-dimensional data sequence (20MB), and then for expand the size of dataset, additional data points are generated around the underlying data points according to the simulation method in [19] . Let iterative dataset be D, and partition be P, the test datasets are shown in Table 6 . The datasets of K-Means algorithm mainly contain the longitude and latitude information of the original record. The format of each record is < Longitude, Latitude >, each record occupies one row.
4) MEASUREMENTS
The performance of Mim is evaluated by the execution time of the iterative algorithm, set the execution time of regular iteration as T R , and the execution time of merge iteration as T M , so, the optimization rate is defined as (). Although the results of in-partition iterations are known before data consolidation, the time of in-partition iterations is counter in the performance of Mim to compare with regular one fairly, otherwise Mim wins the performance undoubtedly.
The accuracy of Mim is evaluated by the consistency of the iterative results of Mim and regular iteration. Take the uncertainty of iterative computing into consideration, if there are multiple results that satisfy the convergence condition, and the difference between the different iterative results is less than the threshold, then the results are considered consistent. The RMS (Root Mean Square) error is for evaluating PageRank accuracy, in which the error of each page is the difference between rank values [20] . Let R 1 and R 2 are two results set, RMS error are calculated by equation (7), where n represents the total number of pages. R 1 and R 2 are consistent if RMSE is less than is 1.24 × 10 −9 [21] .
In K-means, we evaluate the clustering effect by calculating the variance of distances from all data points to the centroid data points in each cluster, and the distance variances of all clusters are aggregated. We define the measurement as SVDC (Sum of Variances of Distances between Centers). The larger the SVDC is, the worse the clustering results are. Mim is accurate if the SVDC of its results is less than or equal to SVDC of the regular iterative results.
5) SYMBOLS
There are few symbols involved in the experiment analysis which are introduced in above illustrations. We list the symbols in Table 7 . 
B. PERFORMANCE
The experiments in this section prove that the Mim, as well as the compensation step of Mim, speed up the convergence of the iterative algorithm.
1) PageRank
We implemented the PageRank with Mim to analyze the nine datasets in Table 5 . For regular iterative method, the number of partitions has no effect on the performance of the iteration,
. For Mim, the performance impact of datasets size is significantly greater than the number of partitions. So that the performance of regular iteration (R) and merge iteration (M ) are compared on D i P 1 , D i P 2 , D i P 3 datasets, as shown in Figure 6 -(a)(c)(e), and the decomposition analysis of Mim's performance (m1, m2, m3 andm3 ) are shown in Figure 6 -(b)(d)(f).
The following conclusions are drawn from Figure 6 :
, that means, under the various datasets, the performance of Mim is better than that of regular iteration, the performance optimization ratio of Mim is 16.7% averagely, and 25.5% maximum.
(
. PageRank on each dataset converges in ten round however the execution time increases as the data amount increases. In conclusion, data amount does not affect the number of iterative rounds, but affects the execution time of each iterative round.
According with the performance analysis in section IV-B, the performance advantages of Mim are more obvious when the data amount increases.
(4) Compare (a), (c) and (e) in Figure 6 ,
. When the number of partitions increases, the parallelism and asynchrony of in-partition steps are better, and the performance improvement is more obvious, but this trend of optimization is not obvious. As shown in Figure 7 , ω M increases by 2% on average when the number of partitions increases. It shows that increasing the number of partitions does not significantly optimize the Mim, further, compared with regular iteration, the performance advantages of Mim depends on the iteration method rather than the parallelism.
(5) Compare Figure 6 -(b), (d) and (f), it shows that in the three steps of Mim,
In-partition iteration m1 is the most time-consuming, compensation step m2 and the merge iteration step m3 take a relatively short time, as shown in Figure 7 , which accords with the design purposes.
. The performance advantages of compensation step are more obvious than un-compensation step (m3 ) when data amount increases, because there is more relationships between partitions when data amount increases, therefore, the performance advantages of the compensation step are more obvious.
(7) Compare Figure 6 -(b), (d) and (f), it shows that
. The compensation effect is better if the partition is more cohesive and independent of other partitions. However, there is less data in partitions when number of partitions increases while data amount the keeps unchanged, so that the relationships between partitions are more complex, and the compensation is less effective. Therefore, ω m decreases with the increase of the partition number, but it is not obvious, the reduction is 6% on average, as shown in Figure 7 .
2) K-MEANS
We implemented the K-means with Mim to analyze nine datasets in Table 6 , the grouping method is the same as the PageRank experiment, the experimental results are as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . As a whole, the experimental results of the K-Means are the same as that of PageRank, and the performance of Mim is better than the regular one. The execution time increases with the data amount increases, and performance advantages of Mim are more obvious. When the number of partitions increases, the advantages of Mim increase too but not obvious. The compensation step can reduce the iterative time of merging iteration step, and advantages are more obvious when the data amount increases. The compensation effect becomes worse when the number of partitions increases. However, the performance advantages of Mim on K-means are more obvious than that of PageRank, the optimization ratio is 53.8% averagely, and 56.7% maximum, since K-means is more sensitive to the initial values of the iterative variables than PageRank.
In addition, we examine the effect of the different initial points (K values) on the iteration. The experiment selects the D 2 P 1 dataset, and set a different K values, compared the execution times of Mim with regular iteration. The experimental results are as shown in Figure 10 . The iterative performance of K-Means algorithm in both Mim and regular iteration is unrelated to the number of clusters, and the optimization ratio of Mim is stable at 50% or so. 
C. ACCURACY
The experiments in this section prove that the Mim ensures the accuracy of the iterative results.
1) PageRank
We evaluate the experimental results of PageRank with Mim, and measure the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) error defined in equation (7). The experimental results are shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11-(a) shows that the RMSE of the iterative results for each data set is smaller than 1.24 × 10 −9 defined in [21] . Due to the huge experimental data, we randomly sampled 50 data items, counted the distances between them pairwise, there are 1125 sets of data (C 2 50 ). We draw the boxplot as shown in Figure 11 -(b). By statistic, 50% of data whose errors are less than 0.0001. In conclusion, PageRank with Mim converges accurately.
2) K-MEANS
We evaluate the experimental results of K-means with Mim, measure the SVDC (Sum of Variances of Distances between Centers) mentioned in section VI-A, and compare the SVDC of Mim with that for regular iteration. Due to the results of K-means relay on the selection of initial points, we guarantee that the same initial points are used for both Mim and regular iteration. The SVDC values of them two on each dataset are shown in Figure 12 , the two group of values are almost the same. The SVDC for regular iteration is within the range of [6648, 7655] , and SVDC for Mim is within the range of [6459, 77732] . Let the former be the standard, the latter's average error is within the range of [-5%,5%]. Therefore, K-means with Mim converges accurately. 
D. SCALABILITY AND COMMUNICATION
In this section, we evaluate the scalability and communication of Mim on Spark. We give the system a new name MimS to distinguish it with the model Mim. As we have explained, MimS does not change the scalability and the communication of Spark. However, being a distributed system, the additional computation of iteration model may leads to different situations. We compare the scalability and communication of MimS and Spark when they execute PageRank and K-means on respective dataset D 3 P 3 .
1) SCALABILITY
MimS is said to scale if it is suitably efficient and practical when applied to large situations, namely ''a large input data set'' or ''large number of participating nodes in the case of a distributed system''. The former has been evaluated in the performance experiment, and the latter is affected by both the scalability of Spark and parallelism of the model. Further, the parallelism is dominated by that of an iterative algorithm itself because in-partition iteration, compensation and merge iteration are the iterative algorithm running on different data. The additional computation, error evaluation step, only executed once, and R function as shown in equations (5) is also parallelizable. In conclusion, given the same iterative algorithm, the scalability of MimS and Spark are same.
To compare the scalabilities, we setup 2 virtual machines on each node expect the master node. Then we scale the system from 3 nodes to 25 nodes, and measure the speed-ups of two systems. The experiments results shown in Figure 13 prove that, with PageRank and K-means, the scalabilities of MimS and Spark are almost the same. 
2) COMMUNICATION
Similar with the scalability, MimS has the platform-level and model-level communication among nodes. The former is the same as Spark. For the latter, the in-partition iteration is same as regular one; the compensation step required more data exchange among partitions to find the correlations between partitions and compensate errors; the merge iteration required less data exchange than regular one because the correlations have been distributed to each partitions in compensation step.
To prove the above analysis, the real-time network usage, average read (MB/s) for all physical work nodes, during the algorithms execution are recorded and compared in Figure 14 . Notice that the performance of MimS and Spark are different, thus the curves are not ended at the same time. According to the above analysis, the steps of MimS, referring to the algorithm, the curves are not overlap but globally similar and locally different. For the communication of Mims, compensation step is the largest, and in-partition iteration is the larger than merge iteration.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the big data environment, with the rapid development of distributed computing, data mining and other related fields, more and more iterative algorithms are applied to many practical application areas, such as social network analysis and machine learning, high-performance. Big data is widely distributed and decentralized, when analyzing the dataset consolidated by many parts, the iterative results of the partial dataset are no longer applicable, thus re-iteration on entire dataset waste time and computing resources. In the paper, we propose Mim (Merge Iteration computing Model). Without sacrificing the accuracy, iterative results on entire dataset is merged from those on partial ones by Mim, and such mechanism is suitable for the most iterative algorithms. There are following three contributions in the paper:
(1) Mim is an improved computing model for iterative algorithms. Mim clearly defines each steps of iteration. With Mim, the iterative performance is improved without losing accuracy.
(2) We define a mathematical model abstract iterative process and iterative data. It is a general model for iterative algorithms, and in which recursive Bowtie structure is to emphasize the integrity and locality of data.
(3) We propose an iterative error evaluation model to evaluate the error between the merge of in-partition iterative results, meanwhile, establish an effective error compensation approach.
(4) We explain the performance advantage of Mim from a theoretical point of view, gives an implementation of Mim and an application case. A large number of experiments have been designed to prove the correctness and performance improvement of Mim.
Mim is suitable for the most iterative algorithms, but the quantitative condition of performance improvement is unknown. Beside, more sophisticated data structures for finding correlations between partitions, also adapting Mim to other fashionable computing frameworks, should be studied in future.
